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NCWIT SUMMIT: A LOOK BACK AND A LOOK AHEAD

A Look Back
The 2022 Virtual NCWIT Summit (May 16-19, 2022) was free and open to the public, allowing participants to 
join the experience virtually from wherever they were. Educators, entrepreneurs, corporate executives, and 
social scientists from across industries and disciplines connected online, fully immersing themselves in 
research-based recommendations and peer-to-peer discussions to further their efforts in creating inclusive 
tech cultures. Registrants were also eligible to receive a swag box full of ways to further engage with NCWIT.

As always, every Summit session was packed with practical inspiration and inspirational takeaways. If you 
missed a session or simply want to go back for a second look, you can find this year’s Summit sessions, along 
with other powerful NCWIT Conversations for Change, in the archive (ncwit.org/CFCVideoPlaylist). Revisit 
keynotes and workshops from Harvard Business Professor Julie Battilana; DEI Scholar Damon A. Williams; A 
Queer Endeavor Co-founders and Co-directors Bethy Leonardi and Sara Staley; NCWIT Pioneer in Tech Award 
Recipient Frances “Poppy” Northcutt; and NCWIT Research Scientists Brad McLain and Catherine Ashcraft.

NCWIT is deeply grateful for 2022 vNCWIT Summit Sponsors PNC, Bloomberg, and Royal Bank of Canada 
Capital Markets.
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A Look Ahead 

The planning committee is actively working to book expert speakers and special guests for the 2023 NCWIT Summit. As 
organizations in every sector explore what national gatherings can look like in a post-pandemic world, NCWIT is currently 
considering a hybrid model for the 2023 Summit. The in-person event is tentatively scheduled for May 17-19 in Denver, 
Colorado. 

NCWIT is excited at the prospect of once again convening member representatives to share ideas, inspiration, and 
promising practices for increasing diversity in computing. At the same time, since virtual events can make thought 
leadership content from NCWIT available to a much wider audience, a hybrid format will include opportunities for online 
engagement with some Summit programming. With all of this in mind, the committee hopes to create an approach that will  
maximize the benefits of both virtual and in-person events. Stay tuned for more details as they are finalized!

NCWIT CONVERSATIONS FOR CHANGE THOUGHT LEADERSHIP SERIES

Dr. Maya Israel joined NCWIT in August for the latest installment of the online thought leadership 
series, Conversations for Change. Dr. Israel is an associate professor of Educational Technology and 
Computer Science Education at the University of Florida. She is also the Director of CSEveryone: The 
Kenneth C. Griffin CS Education for All Initiative as well as the Creative Technology Research Lab at 
UF. In her presentation, “Unpacking Access and Inclusion in K-12 CS Education: Inclusive Mindsets 
and Pedagogical Practices,” Dr. Israel shared research findings on both barriers and pathways to 
inclusion for students with dis/Abilities in K-12 CS education. Her talk highlighted systemic 
approaches that school districts have taken to create more equitable CS opportunities for learners 
with dis/Abilities as well as inclusive classroom strategies for educators. Missed this event? Watch a 
replay here: ncwit.org/CFCVideoPlaylist.

Up Next: Jonah Edelman joins NCWIT on November 3, 2022, for a discussion on “Accelerating Racial 
Equity Progress.” Edelman is a social entrepreneur and racial equity expert who will share about his 
experiences leading national nonprofit Management Leadership Tomorrow’s groundbreaking, 
research-aligned, and impactful Black and Hispanic Equity at Work Certification Programs, which 
provide comprehensive measurement, a rigorous roadmap, multi-faceted support, and valuable 
recognition. These programs have been embraced by 65 major employers and leading institutional 
investors. Registration for this event is now open! Go here to save your spot: ncwit.org/program/
conversations-for-change. 

NCWIT TECH INCLUSION JOURNEY VERSION 2.0 IS NOW LIVE

NCWIT has improved the Tech Inclusion Journey™, a one-of-a-kind scalable decision-support software platform designed 
to avoid traditional DEI pitfalls, enabling organizations to implement systemic, sustainable approaches to
creating inclusive computing cultures. By instantiating research-based methods in an easy-to-use software platform that 
conveys not only what to do but how to do it, any organization can independently implement effective change efforts that 
positively impact outcomes for all employees, not just technical women and other marginalized groups. TIJ empowers 
stakeholders with practical strategies that help them dismantle organizational barriers, attend to the needs of a wide range 
of intersecting identities, and build inclusive cultures in which people feel they belong and can make outstanding technical 
contributions. TIJ upends the longstanding tendency for technical leaders to abdicate responsibility to HR/D&I divisions 
and instead requires them to take personal ownership and accountability for change.

Numerous NCWIT member companies, ranging from small start-ups to large corporations, have used the TIJ and reported 
increases in recruitment, retention, and advancement of underrepresented technologists, along with improvement in 
inclusive culture development, an often overlooked but essential element for sustained change. In pilot studies, efforts 
guided by the TIJ improved key measures of inclusive culture, including: 91% or participants reported an improved ability 
to work toward inclusive culture; 86% reported that "it is easier to bring up bias-related topics at work"; and 96% reported 
"thinking more about how subtle biases might be occurring at work."

ncwit.org/CFCVideoPlaylist
ncwit.org/program/conversations-for-change
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NCWIT AWARDED FUNDING 

NCWIT is excited to announce that it will receive funding to support its programs and operations through several 
grants outlined below.

NCWIT was awarded a three-year National Science Foundation (NSF) Broadening Participation in Computing 
(BPC) Alliance Grant (aka Continuing Ops), which will support key initiatives including: 

» Expanding the NCWIT Academic Alliance so that more postsecondary computing programs can gain
access to the knowledge, awareness, and motivation to increase participation of women from diverse
backgrounds in colleges and universities;

» Continuing to develop and implement the Tech Inclusion Journey, a unique, research-based systemic
change platform designed to help undergraduate programs self-assess and develop strategic solutions to
increase the representation of women;

» Creating Learning Circles peer cohorts, along with a community of practice model to guide academic
change leaders in building inclusive cultures;

» Extending the NCWIT resource collection to include more actionable resources on inclusive culture
construction, systemic change, and intersectionality;

» Integrating talent pipeline programs from NCWIT and resources created by external BPC and other partner
initiatives; and

» Advancing public awareness and support for increasing women's participation in computing.

 

programs, curricula, and courses. It provides a forum for sharing new ideas for syllabi, laboratories, and other 
elements 
of teaching and pedagogy, at all levels of instruction. NCWIT participated in several events throughout the 
conference:

NCWIT has also received funding through a four-year NSF ADVANCE grant to partner with the Women in 
Engineering ProActive Network (WEPAN) and the INCLUDES Aspire Alliance to address the systemic barriers 
women face in computing and engineering academic workplaces. NCWIT will serve as the lead organization in 
this partnership, which will lay the foundation for the creation and widespread utilization of a first-of-its-kind, 
scalable software decision support platform specifically designed to empower computing and engineering 
departments to implement systemic, sustainable approaches to creating inclusive cultures in the academic 
workplace. 

Working together, the organizations will: 

» Integrate their evidence-based resource collections;
» Curate these resources into sub-collections aligned with the NCWIT Academic Workplace Systemic Change

Model;
» Build out and scale an easy-to-use online platform, which embeds the curated resource sub-collections, to

guide computing and engineering departments through the process of developing strategic and
intersectional approaches for addressing systemic barriers to creating inclusive cultures; and

» Deploy a guided, community-based professional development and strategic planning experience for
computing and engineering departments.

NSF Education and Human Resources (EHR) Core Research grant. Title is: Investigating Computer Science 
Departmental Diversity Efforts to Identify Levers for Change. It’s a three-year in-depth study of 3 of the largest 
post-secondary computer science departments in the US. Goal is to understand what the barriers and 
affordances to organizational change are by interviewing faculty, doing onsite observations, and examining 
student perceptions of the departments. Wendy DuBow is PI and is collaborating with another research 
institute on CU Boulder campus.

In addition, NCWIT received funding for two proposals through the Department of Defense STEM Education 
Consortium (DSEC): a continuation of an initial grant supporting AspireIT and Counselors for Computing, and 
a new grant which will fund a partnership between NCWIT and the University of California San Diego to launch 
a Regional Initiative in San Diego.
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NCWIT MARKETING RECEIVES RECOGNITIONS

NCWIT marketing materials were honored in two 2022 competitions. NCWIT 
Marketing and Creative Consultant Brendan Hemp, founder of Heavylifting Design, 
submitted several pieces of work he did on behalf of NCWIT to the Marketing 
Alliance, the Colorado chapter of the Business Marketing Association. The NCWIT 
website and re:think Magazine both earned gold-level awards, and the website 
received two best-of awards: Best Creative and Best of Show, the latter being the 
highest available honor. 

Additionally, the NCWIT website was entered into the One Club for Creativity - 
Denver competition and will be receiving a medal at the ceremony on November 
10th. The ONE Club for Creativity - Denver (previously the Art Directors Club 
Denver) is a multi-disciplinary nonprofit organization promoting collaborative 
creative culture throughout Colorado's Rocky Mountain Region.

NCWIT TECHNOLOchicas PRESENTS: TECHNOLOchicas 5.0

The TECHNOLOchicas initiative helps Latinas see themselves in tech innovation and leadership, showing them that they 
can influence the future of computing by introducing them to women from diverse backgrounds who share stories and 
inspiration from their own careers in technology. This October, NCWIT is thrilled to announce the launch of 
TECHNOLOchicas 5.0, the newest cohort of TECHNOLOchicas Ambassadors to participate in the campaign! 

Join NCWIT and TECHNOLOchicas for a kickoff event celebrating the 
new Ambassadors on October 27, 2022. In two panel discussion 
sessions, these accomplished Latinas in tech will talk about how they 
first became interested in STEM; the role of family and educators’ 
support in their tech career journeys; strategies for facing and 
overcoming challenges; finding life-work balance; and why they’re on a 
mission to inspire Latina girls and women to pursue careers in 
technology and computing. Register to attend this event here: 
ncwit.org/technolochicas-5-launch. 

NCWIT ON THE ROAD

NCWIT at CSTA // ncwit.org/event/csta-2022/
The Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA) is a dynamic and vibrant organization of professionals interested in 
supporting computer science education in grades K-12.The annual CSTA conference brings together a world class 
professional development and educator community to build skills, meet other teachers, and get inspired. In addition to 
sponsoring a booth at the conference, NCWIT presenters shared research and resources from the NCWIT Aspirations in 
Computing program to help increase the participation of students from diverse backgrounds in computing classes:
» Engaging Counselors, Teachers, and Administrators to Broaden Participation in Computing // In this presentation by

representatives from NCWIT Counselors for Computing (C4C), attendees learned how to develop effective
partnerships with counselors, administrators, and fellow teachers to assist in recruitment for CS classes.

» Three Essential Values for Building Inclusive Computer Science Experiences for All Students // In this mini-session,
NCWIT AspireIT Program Manager Tanner Bergamo shared three core values for designing engaging and inclusive
computer science experiences and explained why a blend of peer mentorship, inclusivity, and hands-on engagement
leads to the greatest impact for participants and their communities.

ncwit.org/event/csta-2022
ncwit.org/technolochicas-5-launch


NCWIT at GHC 2022 // ncwit.org/event/ghc-2022/
The Virtual Grace Hopper Celebration (vGHC) is the world’s largest gathering of women technologists. Co-
presented by AnitaB.org with the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM), this annual conference brings 
people together from around the world to highlight the contributions of women in computing. NCWIT 
Aspirations in Computing partnered with NCWIT Workforce Alliance members to host a variety of
opportunities for AiC participants to connect with tech professionals at GHC. These included:
» An evening of snacks and networking at Dave and Buster’s with PNC
» A break for stretching and catching a breath with Bank of America
» A professional development luncheon with Wells Fargo
» A reception at Star Wars Launch Bay in Disney’s Hollywood Studios with HPE
» And a social meetup for AiC Community members to relax with new and old friends.

NCWIT at TAPIA // ncwit.org/event/ncwit-at-tapia-2022/
The CMD-IT/ACM Richard Tapia Celebration of Diversity in Computing (also known as “the Tapia 
conference”) brings together undergraduate and graduate students, faculty, researchers, and professionals 
in computing from all backgrounds and ethnicities to acknowledge, promote, and celebrate diversity in
computing. NCWIT hosted a booth where visitors could meet NCWIT staff and learn about NCWIT programs 
and resources. NCWIT also participated in several events throughout the conference:
» Presentation: Effective Programs for Increasing Diversity in Computing // NCWIT Senior Research 

Scientist Wendy DuBow presented this workshop, which provided an opportunity for representatives
from the NSF-funded Broadening Participation in Computing (BPC) Alliances and other organizations to 
share their effective programs about increasing diversity in computing.

» Panel: Who’s In and Who’s Out: The Complexities of the Latinx Community // NCWIT Senior Research 
Scientist Wendy DuBow moderated this panel. Presenters focused on the ways in which broadening 
participation in computing (BPC) efforts can be strengthened by understanding the differences within 
the Latinx community and how these differences can impact what structures need to be changed as well
as what interventions should be provided.

» Meetup: Aspirations in Computing (AiC), Last Mile Education Fund, and NCWIT // This social event gave 
attendees the opportunity to connect with representatives from three organizations that are working to
increase diversity in computing.
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NCWIT Counselors for Computing (C4C)
NCWIT C4C provides information and resources that help school counselors support students in preparing for 
transformative computing careers. The C4C team has been busy throughout the summer and fall, sharing 
professional development workshops and other presentations with counselors and educators across the country. 
Recent C4C events include:

» The thirteenth episode in the webinar series, Advising for Future-Ready Careers, co-hosted with NCWIT
Workforce Alliance Member Cognizant

» A full-day workshop for educators and administrators at the CSforCA Summer of CS series
» A two-day training as part of the Alabama Computer Science Professional Development Week
» A series of professional development workshops co-hosted by NCWIT C4C and University of California San

Diego (UCSD) CREATE

NEW NCWIT RESOURCES

2022 Patent Report Update: Who Invents IT? // In 2007 and 2012, NCWIT, in partnership with 1790 Analytics, 
published reports on gendered patterns in IT patenting, analyzing records from the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office. The original report examined women’s patenting rates in IT and how these rates evolved over the prior 25 
years. It also identified how these rates differ across IT industry sub-categories and across specific organizations. In 
July 2022, NCWIT released a major update to those findings, examining U.S. patent data from 1980-2020. Learn 
more about this resource here: ncwit.org/WhoInventsIT-PR.

ncwit.org/WhoInventsIT-PR
ncwit.org/event/ncwit-at-tapia-2022
ncwit.org/event/ghc-2022
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NCWIT AWARDS ARE OPEN FOR APPLICATIONS

NCWIT Aspirations in Computing (AiC) Awards

NCWIT AiC offers several awards that honor the aspirations, abilities, technical accomplishments, and 
influential guidance of high school students, college students, and educators. Two of these awards are currently 
open for applications.

Award for Aspirations in Computing

The Award for AiC honors 9th-12th grade women, genderqueer, and non-binary students for their computing-
related achievements and interests, and encourages them to pursue their passions. Award recipients are 
selected based on their aptitude and aspirations in technology and computing, as demonstrated by their 
computing experience, computing-related activities, leadership experience, tenacity in the face of barriers to 
access, and future plans. Since 2007, more than 20,000 students have received an Award for AiC. Learn more 
here: aspirations.org/AwardforAiC. 

Aspirations in Computing (AiC) Educator Award

The AiC Educator Award identifies exemplary formal and informal educators who play a pivotal role in 
encouraging 9th-12th grade women, genderqueer, or non-binary students to explore their interests in computing 
and technology. The award recognizes these educators for their efforts to promote gender equity in computing. 
Since 2011, more than 500 educators have been recognized and have received more than $225,000 in 
professional development funding to improve their computing education skills. Applications for this award are 
open now through December 1, 2022. Learn more here: aspirations.org/AiCEducatorAward.  

NCWIT Higher Ed Awards

NCWIT Higher Ed Awards celebrate faculty members of Academic Alliance member institutions who are doing 
outstanding work to develop inclusive computing programs and support collegiate women in tech. Two of these 
recognitions are currently open for applications.

NCWIT Joanne McGrath Cohoon Service Award

The NCWIT Joanne McGrath Cohoon Service Award honors distinguished educators and staff who have 
effectively challenged and changed the systems that shape the experiences of women undergraduates in 
postsecondary computing programs. Winning nominees demonstrate exceptional commitment to and success 
in creating long-lasting systemic change that improves the environment for all students who identify as women, 
with attention to practices or interventions that advance the diversity, equity, and inclusion of women from 
historically excluded groups. The award is given in memory of Dr. Cohoon’s outstanding research and advocacy 
work to broaden and enrich women’s participation in computing. The Joanne McGrath Cohoon Award is 
sponsored by AT&T. Nominations for this award close October 30, 2022. Learn more at ncwit.org/
joannecohoon. 

 NCWIT Harrold and Notkin Research and Graduate Mentoring Award

The NCWIT Harrold and Notkin Research and Graduate Mentoring Award recognizes faculty members from non-
profit, U.S. institutions who combine outstanding research accomplishments with excellence in graduate 
mentoring, as well as those who advocate for recruiting, encouraging, and promoting women and minorities in 
computing fields at both a local and national level. The award is given in memory of Mary Jean Harrold and David 
Notkin, in honor of their outstanding research, graduate mentoring, and diversity contributions. Nominations for 
this award close October 30, 2022. The Harrold and Notkin Research and Graduate Mentoring Award is 
sponsored by the NCWIT Board of Directors. Learn more at ncwit.org/harroldnotkin.

ncwit.org/harroldnotkin
ncwit.org/joannecohoon
aspirations.org/AiCEducatorAward
aspirations.org/AwardforAiC
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NCWIT IN THE NEWS

NCWIT research, programs, and commentary were included in a number of national and regional media outlets 
and blogs, including Cloud Tech, Bloomberg, Yahoo! Finance, Rolling Out, Mashable, Business Chief, Gestalt IT, 
HowToAll.net, diginomica, Cision PR Newswire, The Daily Illini, Indiana Cybersecurity Blog, NC State University 
College of Engineering News, University of Houston Downtown News, Pennsylvania Pressroom, Northeastern 
University Khoury College of Computer Sciences, and Indianapolis Business Journal.

ncwit.org/InTheNews

ncwit.org/InTheNews
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